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Astrology

The answer to the Test is woman B who gave birth to a child on
December 4th 1974
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First of all remember to look at the 1degree aspects (this technique allows you to look at
aspects ‘out of’ Signs such as the conjunction between Mercury at 29 ° Libra en Uranus
at 00 ° Scorpio in the AH Chart of woman B))
After that you can look at aspects with larger orbs who can confirm what you see in the
chart.
Looking at the AH of woman A



the Moon is conjunct the Nnode in the 5th
and Pluto, Ruler of the 5th is conjunct the 8th House cusp (the House of e.g. birth)

In AH Chart of woman B you see







Mercury, Ruler of the 5th conjunct Uranus, trine Saturn, Ruler of the 5th : birth of
a child
Mercury inconjunct Mars, Ruler of the 8th
Eq Asc. in the 8th
with a larger orb (3 degrees) you see the Sun conjunct the 5th House cusp sextile
Uranus/Mercury and square Mars, Ruler of the 8th
Vx trine Jupiter , natural significator of children
Mc square Saturn, Ruler of the 5th House of Children.

The involvement of Uranus could suggest trouble at birth. That was the case. She
suddenly was admitted to the hospital and her child was born with a vacuum pump.
The Chart of woman B show many more indications of a child Birth than the Chart of
woman A.
---

8 Astrologers participated in the Test. 2 Found the correct answer. Their answers follow
below in order of receipt:
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o Michèle Modena (France)
uses the AH Technique



Mercury Ruler of the 1st and 10th of the natal and AH charts conjunct Uranus
ruler of the 6th natal and AH charts trine Saturn ruler of 5th natal and AH
charts (House of children) in the 6th AH chart sextile Sun giver of life in the 4th

o Aurore Paquet (France)
uses Profections and Solar Return (Classic method)

The Profected ASC is in Scorpio natal 3rd House (the 1st derived of woman B) and
natal XII (the 10th derived House of B).
Mars Lord of the year in domicile is Almuten of the 3rd in aspect to Venus Ruler
of the 7th
In the Solar Return Mars is almuten of the 5th House of children and aspects the
Part of the children at 4 ° Aries for woman A. This could be suitable to predict a
birth for A. But the Profected Asc Solar Return receives a trine of Saturn (almuten
of 3rd and Jupiter significator of the children in III of SR, in aspect to Venus master
of 7th of the 5th of the sister).
In the Daily in mundo chart of 4/12/1974 Mercury is on the almuten ASC of natal
7th
Jupiter in Pisces 9 ° partially aspects natal Mars and Venus, the two Rulers of the
3rd and the 7th which are derived from natal B and her 5th House.

---

You all did a great job. My compliments.
A new Test will be posted to the website round and about October 1st.
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